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About This Game

Hi guys, it's your humble developer.

Here you see the game that:

-costs less than 1 dollar
-has a clickbait poster

-a cringy title
-and Anime ladies.

Now you're thinking: "It's (the game of my dream!) just another indie trash".
But I swear it's a nice game.

And if you still don't believe me, then this description should convince you.

Gameplay

Teleportals is not just a bunch of hentai pictures disguised as a game as it might first appear.
More than 60 stages with puzzles and platforming with difficulty varying from "too easy" to "Dark Souls of puzzle games".

You can set portals and then teleport to them. These portals have different properties and reactions to the environment.
For example, a large portal can defend you from enemy projectiles, but it is so big that can't go through some narrow passages

and a gravity panel can't launch it as high as a small portal.
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Plot

Hilarious dialogues with violet cabbage-head about movies, religion, gentlemen, moral and ways to organize the world. And
there will be plot-twists.

+This story won local Writers' award.

Anime beauties

Girls like smart guys (2d girls. Not sure about 3d ones) so you get special points for every puzzle solved. These points can be
spent on various features. For example, you can unlock some spicy pictures in the Gallery.

Flexible system that meets your preferences

I know that people are different.
Some like puzzles, but skip dialogues completely.

Some play only for the plot and gameplay just distracts them.
Some don't even like anime girls (!).

I made it so everyone can customize the game for his own needs.

You gain points by solving puzzles

Points can be spent on:

*Skipping stages that may feel like bs (while not skipping the plot).
*Unlocking pictures in the gallery (the gallery is separated from the main game not to ruin the narrative flow).

*And you can set the option to automatically skip the plot.

Special thanks to

��������������
Zeiccia

Katakuri
Nitsche

for the full Portuguese translation
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Worth every penny.

The first acheivement you get is "But can you do this?".
Therefore this game gets 11/10 'Very Nices' for probable Pewdiepie reference.

An addition this is a surprisingly good and fun game for the price tag. Just buy it dude.. This is not a nice game. It's a
FANTASTIC game!

Playing this one title was enough for me to put this developer on my "buy everything they publish" list, both for gameplay and
what appears to be an interconnected story.. Genuinely fun to play. Dev has done well in designing levels with the right balance
of interesting, challenging, and fun.

I typically have allergies to anime / indie puzzle titles (even anime AAA) because of reliance of lewds over gameplay/story etc
for sales, but this one has pleasantly surprised me. Lewds in this game are parallel to the actual gameplay, so if you're here only
for the fun factor, don't worry, they won't get in the way.. Enjoyable puzzle platformer with tight controls. Confusing story.
Nice gallery (aside from versions of the same picture having different resolutions for some reason). Fun stuff.. Yes, it is a nice
game.
A relaxed puzzle platformer which rewards you with H-artworks once you get points and can then unlock the artworks.
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teleportals is a genius puzzle game with a unique take that rivals even the likes of portal. despite it's slight lack of polish there is
an abundance of ingenuity displayed in it's quirky writing, art and level design. i especially found the gallery to my liking, an
interesting mechanic being the choice you are given to spend in-game points on level skips or lewd pics of the protagonist..
10/10 on fun and♥♥♥♥♥♥me off worthy. Puzzles 8/10
Dialogues 8/10
Graphics 7.5/10
Music 8/10
Gurls 7-9/10

philosopher's Ball 11/10. i swear it's a nice game. Genuinely fun to play. Dev has done well in designing levels with the right
balance of interesting, challenging, and fun.

I typically have allergies to anime / indie puzzle titles (even anime AAA) because of reliance of lewds over gameplay/story etc
for sales, but this one has pleasantly surprised me. Lewds in this game are parallel to the actual gameplay, so if you're here only
for the fun factor, don't worry, they won't get in the way.. Really didn't know I would have this much enjoyment, and all for
about 50¢
Escape the level by using portals to move around, activate switches, destroy obstacles and just generally feel boss.
Comes with a "deep plot" - the philosophical ramblings of the protagonist and her trusty portal-ball-dude.
Also comes with a "shallow plot" - in the guise of a meaningless, lewd gallery you can unlock (or hide if you don't want it).

Recommended for anyone who likes a decent puzzle platformer. I'm about halfway through at the time of this writing, and
having fun.. It really is a nice game.

The good: the visuals are clear, the music is quite good, and the gameplay is honestly great. The mechanics are far more clever
and fun than I expected from a small game like this. Mastering them to clear puzzles feels genuinely gratifying, demanding
some genuine brainwork and reflexes. Even if you get stuck, you can "pay" in-game currency that you earn every level to skip
any that have you stumped, which I thought was a smart addition.

The bad: Well, the story's not much to go on, and dialogue is pretty forgettable. Game is quite short too.

But really, that's it for complaints. All in all, the quality of this game was a very pleasant surprise.
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